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Investment Manager’s Report
Introduction
The objective of the Herald Worldwide Technology Fund (“Fund”) is to achieve capital growth while investing globally
in telecommunications, multimedia, and technology companies. The Investment Manager (Herald) believes these
sectors of the economy continue to offer growth greater than the world economy as a whole and present attractive
investment opportunities. In addition, the Investment Manager offers focused specialist management, with a 27 year
history and an experienced team. The Fund was launched in April 1998 with an initial asset value per Class A share
of £10.00. At the end of the period the net asset value per Class A share was £109.88. On the 9th June 2010, a Class
B share was launched with an initial net asset value per share of £10.00. At the end of the period the net asset value
per Class B share was £73.06.

Total return for the financial year ended 31st December 2021
Herald Worldwide Technology Fund NAV (Class A)
Herald Worldwide Technology Fund NAV (Class B)

22.5%
23.7%

Global
Dow Jones World Technology

28.1%

United States
Russell 1000® (Large Cap) Technology
Russell 2000® (Small Cap) Technology
S&P 500
Russell 2000® Small Cap

38.3%
15.1%
29.8%
15.8%

United Kingdom
iShares Core FTSE 100 UCITS ETF
Numis Smaller Companies plus AIM (ex. investment companies)

17.7%
20.0%

Europe
DAX
Deutsche Bourse TECDAX
CAC 40

7.5%
13.3%
23.9%

Asia Pacific
NIKKEI 225
KOSDAQ IT Composite Index
Taiwan Electronics Index

-3.6%
21.9%
28.1%

All percentage returns are in GBP
Source: Herald Investment Management Limited and Bloomberg.
® Russell Investment Group
The Fund is not managed by reference to any benchmark and the indices above are shown for comparative purposes
only.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns.
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Summary
2021 proved to be another good year for the Fund. Cash holdings continued to be a drag as uncertainties due to Covid, inflation,
as well as high valuations in parts of technology led to the Manager maintaining a higher level. The Fund’s performance over three,
five and ten years remains in the top 1% of over 4,000 offshore funds on Trustnet.
If 2020 was characterised by the shock of the pandemic and the ensuing rapid adjustments to operations under the conditions of
the pandemic for governments, institutions, and companies big and small, 2021 was perhaps characterised by a grappling for a
sense of normality to return following optimism for vaccine roll-outs in much of the world. Surprisingly, supply chain issues
became more pronounced in 2021 than 2020, when the main bottlenecks were in medical and PPE equipment. A sharp fall in
demand in 2020 had caused abrupt cancellations of orders across diverse end markets ranging from household furniture to autos
causing manufacturers to reallocate and adjust their production capacities. The snap back in demand in 2021, combined with
weather problems and resurgence of Covid, especially in Asia, resulted in supply and demand mismatches and cost increases,
plaguing vendors across different sectors and geographies. Shortages in the semiconductor sector became a key focus, with
automakers estimated to have lost USD$210bn in sales due to component shortages.
In the broader markets the key debate was and remains the outlook for mid and long-term inflation and the implications for asset
valuations. Of course, significant geopolitical issues also continued to bubble in the background.
Within the technology sector, key issues were supply-chain security, cyber security, and regulation. Semiconductor shortages and
the realisation of their criticality to the global economy led US and European governments to embark on initiatives to cooperate
with industry and encourage investments in the technology supply chain. We were also repeatedly reminded of risks of cyber
security as ransomware and other security breaches prevailed throughout the year. Regulation targeted at curbing the power of
the tech giants also expanded across jurisdictions, with cases on App store dominance and payment models proceeding in the
US and Europe. In China, regulatory changes also dominated the technology sector causing significant pressure on the share
prices of most large Chinese technology companies. We expect all of these issues to remain pertinent during the next 2-3 years.
At Herald, our investment team typically has over 1500 one-one meetings with companies each year. These meetings are core to
our investment process and allow us to get a grounds-up view of what is going on across the sector and around the world. In
addition to the key strategic issues facing the business, the common subjects which we have been raising with management
teams during 2021 have been production issues, staff retention challenges, and cost pressures. We don’t consider ourselves any
better placed than the large number of economists and other market participants in predicting macro-economic nor inflation
outcomes. However, we do believe that by focusing on fundamentals, as we have done for the last 20+ years, we will be able to
better navigate the macro-economic and inflationary uncertainties.
Our priority is and has always been to unearth companies with great management teams, where the market is underappreciating
the prospects for long-term compounded growth and/or longer-term free cashflow generation potential and invest in them for the
long-term.
2021 showcased the tumultuous forces of fad investing and meme stocks. We make a point of keeping away from fads and
focusing on fundamentals.
Since the beginning of 2019, close to 1,200 companies have gone public in the technology sector globally. We methodically seek
to get to know many of these companies. The frothy IPO and SPAC markets have meant that the valuations of these companies
often embed long-term growth trajectories which are difficult to justify. Nevertheless, among the 1200, there will inevitably be
some very exciting great companies to choose from as we have done in the past with the likes of CyberArk, DynaTrace, and Zoom.
We just need to be patient and research and cross-reference our findings. These are all activities which are core to our investment
process.
We continue to be optimistic about investing in the technology sector. We believe despite economic and political uncertainties;
the technology sector will continue to provide opportunities for long-term capital growth. The pace of innovation remains
significant and spans across domains, from fundamental science of chip design and sensors to new cloud business models
based on APIs and artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms. Innovations are typically used as building blocks by new generations of
companies to solve problems differently and more efficiently. Capital also remains abundant to fund new generations of
companies. We are bottom-up fundamental investors. Key trends within the sector can act as meaningful multi-year accelerants
to the underlying fundamentals of companies
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Total Return: 31/12/2020 – 31/12/2021

Total Return: 31/12/2002 – 31/12/2021

Total Return by Region*

1 year

3 years

5 years

Asia

-6.0%

70.4%

133.3%

EMEA

10.6%

12.6%

25.9%

North America

32.5%

179.8%

311.9%

UK

9.5%

115.4%

242.1%
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* Time weighted return

North America
The total return (TWR) for the US portfolio was 32.5%. Although, this is a disappointing underperformance compared
to the 37.2% return of the Russell 1000®, we are nevertheless pleased with the healthy absolute returns of the Fund
after the strong returns of 47.2% for the portfolio in 2020. The outperformance of Microsoft and Alphabet whose
weights exceeded 10% of the index, presents a challenge as exposure is limited to a maximum of 10% under UCITS
restrictions. North America comprises the majority of the fund (81.6%).
The star performers in percentage terms were Arista Networks, Alphabet, and Arlo Technologies, which appreciated
100%, 67%, and 63% respectively (in sterling). The largest contributor to performance was Microsoft, which
appreciated 54% and is the largest position in the portfolio. Microsoft continues to execute well across its diverse
businesses, ranging from enterprise productivity software, to cloud infrastructure services, as well as consumer and
gaming markets, all leveraging core AI and machine learning technologies. Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) and Xilinx
were also strong contributors to performance as AMD appreciated 58% and Xilinx appreciated 51%. Even though we
took profits on our investments in both companies, they continue to remain among our top 10 holdings. The merger
between the two, which had been expected to close by the end of the year, is now expected to close in Q1-2022.
The most significant negative contributors to returns were Mandiant Inc (-24%), Pegasystems Inc (-15%), and Varonis
Systems Inc (-10%). Mandiant is the transformation of our holding in FireEye. FireEye announced a corporate
restructuring in Q2-2021 and the sale of some of its core assets to a strategic buyer. The stub of the company has
been renamed Mandiant. It is the part of the business which we valued most as they have a unique cadre of topnotch cyber security experts who are relied upon by governments and companies for protecting against and
remediating the most complex cyber security breaches. Pegasystems is one of our longest held holdings, the Fund
has owned shares in the company for over 10 years. Like Varonis, the shares suffered as many highly rated SaaS
(software-as-a-service) companies were sold-off in 2021. We have used the pullback to add to our holdings in
Pegasystems. Overall, the negative contributors were mostly smaller positions and the aggregate negative
contribution of all our negative contributors was less than the total positive contribution from each of the top three
performers.
During the year, we used the proceeds from the sale of some of our strongly performing and higher rated
semiconductor companies such as Nvidia and AMD in favour of increasing our position in other lesser known but
highly promising semiconductor companies such as Tower Semiconductor and Silicon Motion Technology. We know
both companies well as we have been investors in them both through the Herald Investment Trust. The value of our
holdings in both Tower Semiconductor and Silicon Motion Technology has appreciated significantly since our
purchases.
The P/E of the North American portfolio on Bloomberg forecasts was 39x on 31 December 2021 compared to 31x
at the end of 2020 and 25x at the end of 2019. This expansion in P/E has been mostly due to the re-rating- of the
Fund holdings as opposed to any substantial changes in our holdings. The price to cashflow forecast of the North
American portfolio, based on Bloomberg forecast was 25x on 31 of December 2021.

Europe
The Fund’s only European holding is SAP, with an average weighting of 1.9% during the period. The shares
appreciated 11% in 2021. We benefitted from increasing our position during Q4-2020. We continue to like the longterm outlook for SAP as it retains a strong competitive position in its core enterprise software markets, with scope
for sustainable long-term growth, and a supportive valuation. We continue to look for attractive investment
opportunities in Europe. Though we find that the limited number of large, liquid, listed technology companies in
Europe, causes a high scarcity premium to be associated with the higher quality companies compared with
equivalent companies in North America and Asia.
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UK
The UK portfolio comprises 5.0% of the Fund. The total return of the UK portfolio was 9.5%. The Fund’s largest UK
holding was Herald Investment Trust, with an average weighting of 3.1%. Herald Investment Trust appreciated 12%
in the period, following the strong appreciation of 52% in 2020 and 38% in 2019. The other main UK holding was
Avast, which appreciated 16%. Avast has been subject to a takeover bid. The transaction is expected to complete by
the end of H1-2022. The poor performer in the UK portfolio was Wandisco, which continued to struggle to adjust its
business model to the cloud.

Asia
The Asian portfolio comprises 4.5% of the Fund and the total return was (-6.0%). The return of the Asian portfolio
compares unfavourably with the returns of two key Asian indices such as the KOSDAQ IT Composite and the Taiwan
Electronics Index which returned 21.9% and 28.1% respectively. However, the sector has been more challenging in
China and Japan.. The main contributor to the poor performance was our position in Alibaba ADR, which continued
to suffer due to the uncertainty surrounding the regulatory environment in China and for Chinese listed ADRs in the
US. The US listed ADRs of Chinese companies had a terrible year, the SEC (US regulator) is planning a new law that
mandates foreign companies open their books to US audit scrutiny or risk being delisted from the New York Stock
Exchange and Nasdaq within three years. The risks and opacity of the VIE (Variable Interest Entity) structure used by
such ADRs has also been increasingly understood by investors over recent years. Overall, our exposure to domestic
Chinese companies remains low at 0.7% at the year-end. We benefitted from reducing our exposure in 2020. Despite
the regulatory uncertainty in China and the slowing growth of e-commerce, we remain positive on the outlook for
Alibaba. Alibaba maintains a strong franchise in e-commerce and is the leading cloud infrastructure provider in China.
Alibaba is investing in growing its core franchises outside the top tier cities. It is also investing in growing its
international business. The investments should lead to an improvement in the operational performance of the
company going forward and support the share price.
Our largest holdings in Asia during the year were Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) and
Samsung Electronics. Following the strong performance of TSMC and Samsung Electronics in 2020, returning 87%
and 52% respectively, the returns for both were lacklustre in 2021.We believe both companies are extremely well
positioned to continue to generate attractive returns longer-term. The stellar performer in Asia was Kulicke & Soffa
Industries (KNS), which appreciated 94%. KNS, a Singaporean company, provides specialist equipment for the
manufacturing of semiconductors. We expect KNS to continue to benefit from long-term trends in the semiconductor
manufacturing market.

Market Background
If 2020 was the year of falling risk free rates, rising valuations for high growth and long duration assets, 2021 was
one of concerns about the timing of the tapering by the Federal Reserve, interest rate rises, and a rotation out of long
duration assets into cyclicals, well-placed to benefit from the opening of the economy. Despite the promise of the
vaccine and snap back in GDP numbers across the world, the rise and fall of Covid and the rise of the new Covid
variants led to rotations back and forth in the risk-on / risk-off trades.
We expect volatility to remain with us. Concerns about moderating economic and earnings growth, the prospect of
rising interest rates and rising inflation, plus geopolitical tensions involving China and Russia will continue to ebb and
flow and drive market volatility. Although Covid may be passed its peak, new worries such as excess inventories and
double ordering, prolonged labour shortages or systemic risk posed by the cloud platforms may become more
prominent. Our approach remains consistent, that is, focusing on investing in companies with the business, balance
sheet, and management teams capable of weathering such volatilities without incurring sustained damage from
such developments.
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We acknowledge the unique risks posed to global economies as the US and China negotiate their long-term strategies
and priorities. As regulatory developments in China remain hard to forecast our only investment there remains
Alibaba which we believe, in addition to its strong ecommerce business, is the best-positioned non-US cloud
infrastructure provider. The tensions between China, Taiwan and the US have also increased the focus on the
semiconductor industry. This tension has been escalating since 2015, when China unveiled its “Made in China 2025”
plan and highlighted semiconductor and AI supremacy as core goals. We see this “arms race” in the sector as
beneficial to many companies in our portfolio and remain positive on the outlook for selective semiconductor
companies, despite natural cyclicality in the sector. .

Sector Outlook
The backdrop for IT spending remains attractive. Gartner forecasts global IT spending in 2022 to be $4.5trn. This
implies a growth rate of 5.1% compared to 9.0% in 2021. The strong growth in 2021 was partially due to the cyclical
upturn following the exceptional situation caused by the start of the pandemic in 2020.
Within the different areas of spending, software is expected to continue to benefit from higher growth of 11% reaching
$672bn, whereas spending on devices is expected to remain lackluster at 2.3%, reaching $814bn.
Investments in digital transformation remain a priority for governments, as well as for companies large and small. IT
spending continues to shift to the cloud due to the flexibility and agility that cloud allows. Nevertheless, based on IT
spending surveys conducted by Piper Sandler, 77% of companies have migrated less than 20% of their workloads to
the cloud. Unsurprisingly, the survey indicates investments in cloud applications and security and cloud infrastructure
remain top priorities for 2022.
Our investments in the Fund, are positioned to benefit from the areas of higher growth within the overall IT market.
Below we highlight a few key areas where we see opportunities along with the associated risks we have identified.

Semiconductors and Supply Chains
Geopolitics, supply chain issues, and investment and policy announcements by governments have affixed
semiconductors in headline news throughout much of the year. We have been fans of the semiconductor sector for
a long time as we have felt that the market was underappreciating the value embedded in these companies.
Gartner estimates the semiconductor revenues to grow 9.4% in 2022 to reach $639bn following a growth of 25% in
2021. Although they expect the compound annual growth rate (CAGR) to be merely 4.4% between 2021 and 2025,
within the broad segment there are always opportunities to invest in faster growing, well-managed and attractively
valued companies in the sector.
Overall, the sector is supported by a combination of :
(a) improving pricing power,
(b) secular growth in 5G, electrification/renewables and automation where semiconductor content is typically higher
than with prior technologies,
(c) major chip manufacturing inflections such as Gate All Around (GAA) and Hybrid Bonding
(d) growth of cloud infrastructures and the internet of things (IoT) at the edges of the clouds, and
(e) the geo-politics of reshoring semiconductor and technology hardware manufacturing.
It is important to bear in mind that segments within the sector are cyclical and even the best managed companies
admit that it is almost impossible to predict excess build-up of inventory in the supply chains. The great companies
manage through these types of uncertainties by ensuring they have solid balance sheets to be able to weather the
disruptions. 2020 was all about lack of demand, whereas 2021 was all about shortages. Although fundamentals and
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sentiment remain very positive in the sector, it is inevitable that at some point individual companies will face some
headwinds from excess inventories.
We believe the multitude of avenues of innovation in the sector, ranging from new materials, to new chip
architectures, and the increasing focus on extra low power systems, will present attractive long-term investment
opportunities. We continue to maintain our exposure to the sector by investing in companies which produce capital
equipment for the sector as well as individual semiconductor designers and produ

Security
Organisations continue to grapple with how to secure their assets. In December 2021 we had the “Log4j” hack,
deemed to be the largest and most complex cyber security breach in history. This happened almost exactly one year
after the SolarWinds hack of 2020, which at the time was deemed to have been the biggest cyber security breach as
it had infiltrated tens of thousands of organisations, including the US Department of Defence and the Pentagon. The
point is that cyber security remains a large problem as networks move beyond the firewall, compliance becomes part
of cybersecurity, and more.
The size of the cyber security market is estimated to be $155bn in 2021 and growing at CAGR of 11% between 2021
and 2025. This only measures spending on software and equipment. The actual cost is multiples of this as
companies and governments have large departments of individuals tasked with managing the cyber risks. We still
spend a fraction of the cost of cybercrime on tools for prevention and remediation, with the scale of damages from
cybercrime in 2021 estimated to be $6trn, if these incidents and activities were a country, they would be the third
largest economy in the world.
We have exposure to the sector through many companies in our portfolio, from the megacaps like Alphabet to smaller
companies such as Qualys and Radware. The sector is also attractive for strategic and private equity investors. In
2021, two of our core security holdings, namely Avast and Mimecast, were subject to take-out offers. We continue to
consider the segment highly attractive for investments due to the complexity of the issues at stake, the large number
of emerging companies, and the pace of change.

Software
The size of the global software sector is estimated to be $672bn in 2022 by Gartner and projected to grow at a CAGR
of 11.6% between 2021 and 2025.
The software market is diverse with over 500 companies whose revenues exceed $100mn annually. Within the sector
there are many companies generating significantly higher growth than the average expected by Gartner. The move
to cloud infrastructures creates demand for new types of software with very attractive business fundamentals.
We have felt uncomfortable with valuations in this subsector, particularly those with a SaaS model which often had
poor profitability but were being valued on ever increasing multiples of revenues with an eye towards future cash
flows. The sector faces three distinct headwinds in 2022. These are:
(1) Valuations are stretched for many companies: in 2019 and 2020 there was a significant re-rating of
valuations in the sector, with many companies trading at EV/Sales multiples of over 20x. Although there has
been a correction in recent months, many valuations are still not attractive.
(2) Digestion of work-from-home (WFH) investments: In 2020 and 2021 the sector benefitted from the shift to
working from home, with companies scrambling to invest in software for customer service, employee
productivity, communication and general security systems to adjust to the new working environment. These
investments need to be digested, leading to revenue deceleration.
Based on consensus data from Bloomberg, over 70% of software companies with revenues over $500mn
are going to see revenue growth decelerate in 2022 compared to the growth in 2021. It is also expected that
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expense growth will accelerate as travel and entertainment costs, which plummeted during 2020 and 2021,
will likely normalise. The combination of decelerating revenue growth and accelerating expense growth are
unlikely to lead to valuation expansion and more likely cause further valuation compression.
(3) Yields and FX: If bond yields rise, then high duration assets, such as many in the software sector will be under
pressure. Moreover, if the rise in yields also causes the strengthening of the USD, then there will be a
headwind to revenues and earnings for much of tech, especially software companies.
In light of these issues, we expect management teams to be conservative when providing their outlook for the year
in their January results. As expectations become more reasonable, we will be looking for opportunities to buy
companies which meet our fundamental investment criteria. Longer term, we remain optimistic about investing in
companies in the sector as we believe we remain in the early days of the transition of software workloads to the
cloud.

Emerging Trends
As long time investors in the sector, we regularly see the excitement about a “New New Thing.” In the past, “New New
Things” have included the web, the open source movement, smartphones, and the cloud, all clearly transformative
for business and society. At the same time there have been plenty of others which have not yet lived up to their
promises, e.g. personal robots, mass adoption of 3D printing or quantum computing…some may happen but just take
much longer.
While we are bottoms-up investors, it is important to look at emerging trends that may represent significant
opportunities in the future, see how they may impact sectors and holdings directly or indirectly, gauge what phase
they are in and try to determine key catalysts. We see a number of the “New New Things” of today, and they include
Metaverse, Web3, Blockchain, 5G, AI/ML and Digital Transformation to name a few.
While we could discuss each of these at length, we would like to touch on Metaverse briefly. The concept had seeped
into the technology world from the popular 1992 Sci-Fi novel called “Snow Crash” and has been brewing for some
time. The decision by Facebook to change its name to Meta in October 2021 and announce that it would be investing
$10bn extra on Metaverse investments in 2022 propelled the concept to a subject of intense focus by the media and
the investment community.
The definition of the metaverse remains fluid, though the essence is a sense of presence in communications and
other encounters. The key is that like all transformative innovations, the metaverse, aims to use progress in disparate
building blocks such as 5G, AR/VR, machine learning, gaming technologies, new semiconductors, etc to create
alternative modes of communications, commerce, entertainment, and education. We do believe that the
developments in AR/VR, semiconductor processing, sensors and connectivity will allow new modes of
communications, commerce, entertainment and education.
There will likely be competition among the core platform providers and device vendors as companies recognise the
value of an open system based on standards which allow interoperability among online communities and the
conflicting urge to develop competitive moats of some form to allow attractive monetization opportunities. Calling
out winners in newly forming technology enabled ecosystems is imprudent as an investment strategy. A more
prudent strategy is to invest in enablers of the ecosystem. is imprudent as an investment strategy. A more prudent
strategy is to invest in enablers of the ecosystem

Capital Marks Activity Favourable for our Investment Approach
Capital market activity was robust in 2021 and is expected to continue to stay strong in 2022. According to a report
by Ernst and Young, nearly 1200 technology companies have gone public between 2019 and 2021 and raised nearly
$300bn of capital, far exceeding public offerings and capital raised in other sectors. At the same time, venture
investing also remained very strong in 2021. Based on latest data of Q3-2021 from KPMG, over $486bn of venture
capital (VC) was invested in 2021. The largest category of investment has been software, with over 30% of VC
investments of the last 3 years targeted at software companies.
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The newly public companies in the technology sector and pipeline of venture funded companies create attractive
opportunities for us to research and identify long term winners, but we remain prudent in our approach. We rarely
participate in IPOs as experience has shown that hype and excitement tend to be at heightened levels during the IPO
process. We use the occasion to get to know management teams and companies and to assess critically evolving
trends in the sector. Over time, as the business models and value propositions of the companies become clearer and
the management teams prove they are capable

Summary and Conclusion
The technology sector has started 2022 with a sharp correction, which has been skewed to the highly rated stocks.
There are evident headwinds to corporate profitability from rising costs, wage inflation, tax rises and ESG
(Environmental, Social and Governance) and these issues will be affecting all sectors while rising interest rates
present a headwind for more highly rated growth companies. On balance we remain confident that the correction will
prove a good buying opportunity, because demand is likely to remain robust.
The above are just some of the major trends in the sector. The combination of the technological innovations and
large amounts of capital funding for new companies makes us optimistic about the long-term outlook for investing
in the sector. We believe our deep industry expertise and the large number of company meetings we have with diverse
management teams each year, will help us identify well managed, strongly positioned and attractively valued
companies across the sector.
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Important Information
Market and currency movements may cause the value of shares, and the income from them, to fall as well as rise,
and you may get back less than you invested when you decide to sell your shares. Certain statements in this report
constitute ‘forward-looking’ statements. Such statements, including the intended actions and performance
objectives of the Fund, involve unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause actual results,
performance or achievements of the Fund to differ materially from those implied by such forward-looking
statements.

This report has been issued on behalf of Herald Worldwide Technology Fund, and has been approved by Herald
Investment Management Limited, its investment manager. Herald Investment Management Limited is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Contact details:

Herald Investment Management Limited
10-11 Charterhouse Square
London, EC1M 6EE
Tel: 020 7553 6300
Fax: 020 7490 8026
bc@heralduk.com

For more information on Herald Worldwide Technology Fund and Herald Investment Management Limited: visit our
website at www.heralduk.com
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